COMPARTMENT OVERVIEW - TSAR'S GOLD PRIVATE TRAIN

As of 23 MAR 2018

STANDARD

CLASSIC

SUPERIOR

SUPERIOR PLUS

NOSTALGIC COMFORT

BOLSHOI

BOLSHOI PLATINUM

# of compartments per car
# of people travelling per compartment
# of beds and bed size*

9
3 to 4
2 lower and 2 upper beds per compartment
187/68cm

9
1 to 2
2 lower beds per compartment
187cm/68cm

9
1 to 2
2 lower beds per compartment
185cm/68cm

8
1 to 2
2 lower beds per compartment
185cm/63cm

Compartment dimensions*
Washing facilities

2,2 qm
Lavatory featuring a washbasin and toilet at
Lavatory featuring a washbasin and toilet at
both ends of the car.
both ends of the car. A shower facility is
(Toilets can be used when the train is moving.) shared by guests from two to four sleeping
cars.
(Toilets can be used when the train is
moving.)

2,2 qm
Refurbished lavatory featuring a washbasin
and toilet at both ends of the car. A shower
facility is shared by guests from one to three
sleeping cars.
(Toilets can be used at any time.)

2,2 qm
Lavatory featuring a washbasin and
toilet at both ends of the car. The car
features one shared shower facility.
(Toilets can be used at any time.)

8
1 to 2
2 beds per compartment
1 lower bed: 185cm/90cm
1 upper bed: 185cm/80cm
3,9 qm
Lavatory featuring a washbasin and toilet
at both ends of the car. A semi-private
lavatory with washbasin and simple
shower is located between every two
compartments.
(Toilets can be used at any time.)

6
1 to 2
2 beds per compartment
1 lower bed: 184cm/110cm
1 upper bed: 174cm/80cm
5,5 qm
Each compartment has its own lavatory equipped with
a toilet, washbasin and integrated shower with full
shower curtain.
(Toilets can be used at any time.)

5
1 to 2
2 beds per compartment
1 lower bed: 184cm/120cm
1 upper bed: 174cm/82cm
7,15 qm
Each compartment has its own lavatory equipped with
a toilet, washbasin and separate shower cabin.
(Toilets can be used at any time.)

A/C and heating

Centrally controlled for each car.

Centrally controlled for each car.

Centrally controlled for each car.

Centrally controlled for each car.

Can be set individually for each
compartment.

Can be set individually for each compartment.

Can be set individually for each compartment. Also, A/C
is working while the train is NOT moving

Electricity / sockets in the compartment
(standard two-pole Europlug 110/220V)

no, but available in the corridor of each car

no, but available in the corridor of each car no, but available in the corridor of each car yes

yes

yes

yes

Luggage case under the bed:
36cm/65cm/40cm
Luggage case above the door:
31cm/55cm/149cm

Luggage case under the bed:
35cm/153cm/43cm
Luggage case above the door:
32cm/67cm/160cm

Luggage case under the bed and above
the door.

Luggage case under the bed.

Luggage storage facilities

Small wardrobe:
46cm/85cm/35cm
Big wardrobe:
165cm/85cm/35cm
Luggage case above the door:
22cm/45cm/118cm
During the day the lower bed is converted During the day the lower bed is converted into
into a comfortable sofa. In addition there is comfortable sofa. In addition there is a cosy bench on
a cosy armchair on the opposite side of the the opposite side of the table.
table.

Small wardrobe:
50cm/85cm/61cm
Big wardrobe:
166cm/85cm/61cm
Luggage case above the door:
22cm/45cm/118cm
During the day the lower bed is converted into
comfortable sofa. In addition there is a cosy bench on
the opposite side of the table.

Sitting facilities

During the day the lower beds are converted
into comfortable sofas.

During the day the beds are converted into
comfortable sofas.

During the day the beds are converted into
comfortable sofas.

During the day the beds are converted
into comfortable sofas.

Safe in the compartment
DVD/CD Player in the compartment
Hairdryer in the compartment
Amenities

no
no
no
Soap in the lavatories.

no
no
no
Soap, shampoo and shower gel in the
lavatories.

no
no
no
Soap, shampoo and shower gel in the
lavatories.

no
no
no
Soap, shampoo and shower gel in the
lavatories.

no
no
no
Soap, shampoo and shower gel in the
lavatories. Bathrobe and slippers provided
in the compartment.

no
yes
yes
Soap, shampoo and shower gel in the lavatories.
Bathrobe and slippers provided in the compartment.

yes
yes
yes
Soap, shampoo and shower gel in the lavatories.
Bathrobe and slippers provided in the compartment.

Change of towels
Change of bed linen
Daily program

1x, halfway in Irkutsk
1x, halfway in Irkutsk
Daily program is posted in the corridor of the
car.
Set 3-course menu for lunch and dinner.

1x, halfway in Irkutsk
1x, halfway in Irkutsk
Daily program is posted in the corridor of
the car.
Set 3-course menu for lunch and dinner.

1x, halfway in Irkutsk
1x, halfway in Irkutsk
Daily program is posted in the corridor of
the car.
Set 3-course menu for lunch and dinner.

1x, halfway in Irkutsk
1x, halfway in Irkutsk
Daily program is posted in the corridor
of the car.
Set 3-course menu for lunch and dinner.

1x, halfway in Irkutsk
1x, halfway in Irkutsk
Daily program is posted in the corridor of
the car.
Set 3-course menu for lunch and dinner.

3x, in Novosibirsk, Irkutsk and Ulan Ude
3x, in Novosibirsk, Irkutsk and Ulan Ude
Daily program is delivered to each compartment

3x, in Novosibirsk, Irkutsk and Ulan Ude
3x, in Novosibirsk, Irkutsk and Ulan Ude
Daily program is delivered to each compartment

Mineral water

1 bottle of water per person in the
1 bottle of water per person in the
compartment at the beginning of the trip and compartment at the beginning of the trip
during the excursions.
and during the excursions.

1 bottle of water per person in the
compartment at the beginning of the trip
and during the excursions.

1 bottle of water per person in the
compartment at the beginning of the
trip and during the excursions.

1 bottle of water per person in the
compartment at the beginning of the trip
and during the excursions.

3-course menu for lunch and dinner but two main
courses to choose from.
Drinks included during meals (except premium
beverages).
1 bottle of water per person/day in the compartment,
water during the excursions.

3-course menu for lunch and dinner but two main
courses to choose from.
Drinks included during meals (except premium
beverages).
1 bottle of water per person/day in the compartment,
water during the excursions.

Remarks/Advantages

Most favorable rates.

Newly refurbished cars and compartments.

One shower and 4 washbasins are
shared by 8 compartments max.

Travelling in the nostalgic style of the Red
Tsar's.

Private bathroom.

Highest comfort available on the Tsar's Gold.

Meals onboard the train

An authentic experience with the same
comfort as in the scheduled train.

